In October of 2007 the U.S. Marines first took its MV-22B into combat. How this rotorcraft industry milestone was reached is a fascinating story. The story, which began over 50 years earlier with Transcendental’s Model 1, is the subject of this presentation. It took design and testing of several intermediate, smaller tiltrotors before this new rotorcraft technology was firmly in place. These aircraft steps were supported by the U.S. military branches and NASA. Along the way, industry competed for several Government contracts and these business opportunities created very interesting situations that are brought out in the presentation. The discussion also highlights key aerodynamics, dynamics and structural understandings acquired. This technology progress gave high level decision makers the confidence to begin production of this new class of rotorcraft. The presentation concludes with comparisons between several rotorcraft classes in performance and weights. Then, several thoughts about the future are offered. 
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